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Using comparative sequencing approaches, we investigated the evolutionary history of the European-enriched 17q21.31 MAPT
inversion polymorphism. We present a detailed, BAC-based sequence assembly of the inverted human H2 haplotype and compare
it to the sequence structure and genetic variation of the corresponding 1.5-Mb region for the noninverted H1 human haplotype
and that of chimpanzee and orangutan. We found that inversion of the MAPT region is similarly polymorphic in other great
ape species, and we present evidence that the inversions occurred independently in chimpanzees and humans. In humans, the
inversion breakpoints correspond to core duplications with the LRRC37 gene family. Our analysis favors the H2 configuration and
sequence haplotype as the likely great ape and human ancestral state, with inversion recurrences during primate evolution. We
show that the H2 architecture has evolved more extensive sequence homology, perhaps explaining its tendency to undergo
microdeletion associated with mental retardation in European populations.

It has become clear that a large proportion of genetic variability
among humans and between humans and chimpanzees involves large-
scale genomic structural changes such as deletions, insertions and
inversions1–5. In this regard, the B970-kb inversion of the MAPT
(microtubule-associated protein tau) locus on human chromosome 17
represents one of the most structurally complex and evolutionarily
dynamic regions of the genome6–8. This locus occurs in humans as
two haplotypes, H1 (direct orientation) and H2 (inverted orient-
ation)6,9, which show no recombination between them over a region
of B1.5 Mb10. The two haplotypes have different functional
impacts. Consistent differences in cortical gene expression have been
observed between the two11. Specific H1 haplotypes are associated
with Alzheimer’s disease, amyotrophic lateral sclerosis and parkinson-
ism dementia complex of Guam, corticobasal degeneration and
progressive supranuclear palsy9,10,12–15. The H2 haplotype is predis-
posed to recurrent microdeletions associated with the 17q21.31
microdeletion syndrome16–18.

The H1 haplotype occurs in all populations and shows a normal
pattern of genetic variability and recombination. In contrast, the
H2 haplotype occurs predominantly in populations of European

ancestry19, where it shows limited sequence diversity but extensive
diversity (0.3%) compared to H1, suggesting an ancient coalescence
B3 million years ago6,8,20. Both the ancient inversion and the
microdeletion event are thought to have arisen as the result of
nonallelic homologous recombination between large blocks of
segmental duplications (200–500 kb in length). The goal of this
study was to reconstruct the evolutionary history of this region by
conducting detailed analysis of its sequence organization and assessing
variation in its structure within and between human and nonhuman
primate populations.

RESULTS
Duplication analysis
Given the central role of the duplications in both the microdeletion
and the evolution of the inversion, we began our analysis by comparing
the duplication architecture among primate species. According to the
H1 haplotype organization in the genome assembly, the inversion is
flanked by two duplication blocks 203 kb (proximal) and 484 kb
(distal) in length. We estimated the evolutionary timing of various
segmental duplications by comparing the duplication architecture in
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human, chimpanzee, orangutan and macaque (Fig. 1). Using whole-
genome shotgun (WGS) sequence data from each species (see Meth-
ods), we mapped regions of excess read depth and sequence divergence
against the human reference genome assembly (build36; Fig. 1). This
approach may be used to accurately predict large (Z10 kb), high-
identity segmental duplications within21 and between5 species. We
found that 71% (486 of 687 kb) of the duplication architecture is
specific to the human species (that is, not detected as duplicated in
the chimpanzee, orangutan or macaque genome). The analysis
predicts that most (Z87%) of the segmental duplications emerged

after the divergence of the chimpanzee and human lineage from the
orangutan o12 million years ago; this was subsequently confirmed by
a more detailed examination of the chimpanzee and orangutan
sequence assemblies, which show limited evidence of duplications
within the orangutan sequence assembly for this locus (Supplementary
Note online). Notably, a core segmental duplication of B40 kb,
corresponding to the LRRC37 (leucine-rich repeat–containing 37A)
gene family, is distributed throughout chromosome 17 and predicted
to be one of the few duplications common to chimpanzee, human
and macaque.
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Figure 1 Comparative segmental duplication analysis of the 17q21.31 region. Regions of excess (Zmean + 3 s.d.; red) WGS depth of coverage are

shown for human (HSA), chimpanzee (PTR), orangutan (PPY) and macaque (MMU) mapped against the human reference genome (build36). This approach

detects Z90% of all segmental duplications that are longer than 10 kb and have Z94% sequence identity5. The analysis suggests that the majority

(B71%) of the duplication architecture is human specific, except for a core duplicated segment corresponding to the LRRC37A gene family (highlighted

by red dashed lines)32. DepthCVG, depth coverage of WGS reads within 5-kb gap-free window; WGAC, whole-genome assembly comparison38; WSSD, WGS

sequence detection21.
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ABC9 ABC14 PPY6 PPY1 PPY9 PPY10PPY SusieFigure 2 Inversion polymorphism among

primates. A metaphase FISH assay distinguishes

between the H2 orientation (merged yellow) and

H1 orientation (distinct green and red) signals

based on proximity of two unique probes

(Supplementary Note). Shown are extract

chromosome 17 from three human (a), five
orangutan (b) and nine chimpanzee (c)

lymphoblast cell lines. The H2 orientation

(arrowhead) predominates in orangutan and

chimpanzee samples. In humans, the H2

haplotype is restricted to Middle Eastern and

European populations.
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Inversion analysis
We next developed a reciprocal FISH assay to characterize the
orientation of the region by taking advantage of the physical limits
of metaphase chromosomes to resolve distinct signals (Supplemen-
tary Note). We tested for the presence of the inversion by examining
lymphoblastoid cell lines from a diverse panel of hominoids and
macaque Old World monkey species. Although the H1 and H2
haplotypes are specific to humans, for simplicity, we will refer to
the H1 and H2 orientations when describing the configuration in
other nonhuman primate species. All three macaque species tested
(Macaca fascicularis, Macaca arctoides and Macaca mulatta) and
orangutan showed FISH signatures consistent with the H2 orientation,
suggesting that this orientation represents the ancestral configura-
tion (Supplementary Note). Surprisingly, examination of a single
individual from each of the two chimpanzee species (Pan paniscus
and Pan troglodytes) showed that they were heterozygous for the
inversion. We examined a larger population of unrelated chimpanzees
(n ¼ 9, Pan troglodytes) and found the inversion to be highly
polymorphic (Fig. 2). Unlike the human population, the H2 config-
uration represents the major allele (56% allele frequency) in chim-
panzee. All Sumatran orangutans were homozygous for the H2

orientation; however, analysis of a single Bornean orangutan (PPY6)
showed that it was heterozygous, indicating that the inversion
is likely to be polymorphic within this subspecies (Fig. 2b).
Combined, these data argue that the H2 orientation represents
the ancestral state and that this region of the genome has been
subject to inversion polymorphisms for the last 12 million years of
hominoid evolution.

Sequence analysis
Breakpoint refinement of the human inversion is complicated by
extensive structural variation within the flanking duplication
blocks6,8,16. Because the current genome assembly is based on the
sequence of multiple individuals, we constructed and sequenced a
BAC-based assembly corresponding to the human H2 haplotype
(1,481 kb) and the human H1 haplotype (1,406 kb) from a donor
that was heterozygous for the inversion (RPCI-11). Requiring 100%
sequence identity overlap between overlapping BAC clones ensured
that two distinct sequence haplotypes could be constructed. A sub-
sequent examination of 79 diagnostic SNPs confirmed that the H1 and
H2 haplotypes had been successfully resolved. We also developed a
BAC-based assembly of the chimpanzee (1,852 kb) and the orangutan
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Figure 3 Sequence comparison of the human H1,

H2, chimpanzee and orangutan 17q21.31 region.

(a) BAC-based sequence assemblies of the

human inverted (H2) and noninverted haplotype

(H1) were compared using Miropeats39 to a

BAC-based assembly of the chimpanzee (PTR)

and a WGS-based assembly of the orangutan

(PPY; Miropeats sequence similarity threshold

–s 1,000). Regions of homology are shown with

blue lines joining the corresponding sequence

above. Duplicon architecture based on human

segmental duplications is overlaid as colored or

gray bars. H1 shows a B970-kb inverted

segment compared to H2, chimpanzee and

orangutan sequence assemblies. The H2
sequence assembly shows a relocation of large

(B200 kb) high-identity duplications on either

side of the unique interval compared to

chimpanzee (crisscross pattern). Comparison of

orangutan and chimpanzee shows evidence of a

B100-kb segmental duplication from proximal to

distal duplication block, which probably occurred

in the common ancestor of chimpanzee and

human (6–12 million years ago). (b) The extent

of local direct (green) and inverted (blue)

intrachromosomal segmental duplications (SDs)

flanking the inversion are shown for human H1

and H2 haplotypes, chimpanzee and orangutan

(Miropeats sequence similarity threshold –s 300).

We examined the duplication content (whole-

genome assembly comparison) within each

assembly and computed the number of

nonredundant duplicated base pairs for each
assembly (Supplementary Table 1). No

homologous SDs (sequence identity Z 90%,

size Z 1 kb) were found in orangutan genome

flanking the inversion region, whereas in

chimpanzee and H1 haplotype, 292 kb and

227 kb were identified, respectively. H2 shows

the most extensive duplication architecture

flanking the inversion, including 95 kb in

direct orientation.
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(1,859 kb) in H2 orientation, requiring haplotype contiguity specifi-
cally over the breakpoint regions. There was a paucity of segmental
duplications in orangutan, so the WGS and clone-based assemblies
were virtually identical (see Supplementary Note for details regarding
the sequence and assembly of these regions).

We compared the sequence organizations of the human H1 and H2
haplotypes, and we compared both human haplotypes to the nonhu-
man primate sequence assemblies (Fig. 3 and Supplementary Fig. 1
online). We identified all regions of segmental duplication based on a
variety of independent analyses (Supplementary Table 1 online). The
analysis revealed several important features. First, sequence alignments
confirmed an ‘H2 orientation’ for the CRHR1 (corticotropin-releasing
hormone receptor-1)-MAPT region in chimpanzees and orangutan
compared to the H1 haplotype. After the inversion, the largest
genomic structural difference seems to have occurred within the
shared human and chimpanzee lineage, where a duplicative transposi-
tion (Z100 kb) placed two inverted copies of the core segmental
duplication on either side of the inversion region (Fig. 3b). Second,
although it was impossible to precisely delineate the breakpoints at the
single base-pair level because of the high degree of sequence identity, it
was possible to identify the inversion H1-H2 breakpoint intervals
based on alignment of flanking sequences. We estimated the inversion
to be B970 kb in length and found that each of the four breakpoints
map to a LRRC37 core duplication (Supplementary Fig. 1a and
Supplementary Table 2 online).

Sequence comparison with nonhuman primates revealed that more
extensive and complex duplication architecture has emerged in the
evolutionary lineage leading to humans (Table 1 and Fig. 3b). Focusing

only on those duplications that align between the proximal and distal
blocks (Supplementary Table 3 online), we found that the H1 duplica-
tion organization is slightly (59.5 kb) larger than that of chimpanzee. In
contrast, the H2 haplotype shows the greatest duplication complexity.
We found a total of 441 kb of homologous sequence flanking either
side of the inverted region in H2, compared to only 169 kb for H1.
Similarly, we found that the average sequence identity for the H2
sequences is substantially greater (99.3%) than that of the H1 sequences
(98.3%). We constructed a series of phylogenetic trees from a multiple
sequence alignment of shared duplication (40 kb) common to human
H1, H2, chimpanzee and orangutan (Supplementary Note). In most
cases, duplicated sequences from H2 grouped separately from H1,
suggesting that the H2 segmental duplications have been markedly
homogenized by gene conversion or secondary duplication events.

In addition to greater sequence identity, we found important
differences in the orientation of the duplications. Within the
sequenced H2 contig, there are 95 kb of segmental duplication in
direct orientation (Fig. 3b). This contrasts with the H1 and chim-
panzee sequence, where none of the alignments between the proximal
and distal duplication blocks are in direct H1 orientation. Among the
H2 alignments, we identified in particular a 73-kb ‘H2-only’ segmental
duplication noted previously as a copy-number polymorphism in the
human population6,22. To test whether this large direct repeat might
have a role in the predisposition of H2 to microdeletions, we
compared the evolutionary inversion breakpoints with the predicted
microdeletion breakpoints associated with the H2 and 17q21.31
microdeletion (Supplementary Fig. 2 online)16,17. We found that
the inversion breakpoints and microdeletion breakpoints are not
identical. Notably, one of the microdeletion breakpoints maps within
the largest H2-specific segmental duplications, suggesting that the

Table 1 Duplication alignments flanking the MAPT inversion

Sequence Alignmentsa Length (bp) % Identity K2M SE

PTR 2 110279 98.73 0.012814 0.000471

H1 6 169796 98.34 0.016892 0.000920

H2 8 441832 99.30 0.007002 0.000517

K2M, Kimura two-parameter model genetic distance estimates; PTR, chimpanzee; SE,
standard error.
aOnly pairwise sequence alignments 45 kb mapping within the two duplication blocks flanking

the inversion were considered. In H1 and PTR, all pairwise alignments are in an inverted
orientation with respect to one another; only within the H2 haplotype were three alignments
identified in a direct orientation (corresponding to 97,301 bp with 99.53% sequence identity).

RTP GA G ACGGTC C TCGTTTGATCCGGCAACGGG GCGGGCGCTAGTCCCAAC G GAA
H2 GA A ACGGTC T TCGTTTGATCCGGCAACGGG GCGGGCGCTAGTCCCAAC C GAA

TTTGCGCAGAATACTATCGACH1 Major TTCCAACTTGCTCAAC GAAGGCGGATAACAG
CCGAGAACAGGCGTGGCGAGAH1 Minor CCATGGTCCTTGTGGT ATTCATAAGCGCTGA
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GGCGTACGCAGCGCTGTCGTT CCTCCTAATGGACGGA AATGAAAGACAGTTA

000001101001100100 1011010000110100000100000100110110

RTP GACGCGACATT A CATGTCAGGCGG TGC GCAATCGGCCCGTACCGCGGAAGAA
GACGCGACATT C CATGTCAGGCGG CAT GCAATCGGCCCGTACCGCGGAAGAA

GTCAGGCAGAGACGAGATATT CTTGCGAGAATGCCGT GCACCCGGCTTGCAC
ACTTAATGACAGTACAGCGGA TGCAGAGCGGCATTAC TTCATTACTCCTTGG

111110001000111011 2000000010100010000000010000100011
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TGAGGGTATG  
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0000011011  
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Figure 4 Phylogenetic and SNP haplotype analysis. (a) An unrooted

neighbor-joining phylogram was constructed (MEGA pairwise deletion option,

sum of branch lengths ¼ 0.0414) based on 219,165 aligned base pairs

from unique sequence within the inverted region. H1 and H2 sequence taxa

clustered together with 100% bootstrap support (n ¼ 500 replicates). The

number of single-nucleotide variants specific for each branch in the tree is

assigned above each branch. We estimate that the H1 and H2 haplotypes

diverged 2.3 million years ago (mya; Table 2). (b,c) We treated H1 and H2

haplotypes as separate populations in the analysis and identified a total of

207 SNPs that were fixed in one haplotype but polymorphic in the other. We

assessed the likely ancestral state of each SNP through a comparison with

the sequenced chimpanzee haplotype. For SNPs that are monomorphic

among H2 haplotypes but polymorphic among the H1s (b), the allele found

in the H2 haplotypes matched the chimpanzee allele 90% of the time (150

of 166 considered positions). For SNPs that are monomorphic among H1
haplotypes but polymorphic among the H2s, the allele found in the H1

haplotypes matched the chimpanzee 60% of the time (17 of 28 considered

positions) (c). Red indicates alleles shared between chimpanzee and H2;

blue indicates shared alleles between H1 and chimpanzee. The major and

minor alleles are denoted, with the minor allele frequency represented by a

single digit (for example, ‘2’ refers to a minor allele frequency (MAF) of

Z20%). PTR, chimpanzee.
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large direct repeats that emerged specifically within the H2 lineage
predispose to rearrangement. Further experimentation will be required
to define the microdeletion breakpoints more precisely.

To determine the most likely ancestral state in humans, we con-
structed a 219-kb multiple sequence alignment of human H1, H2,
chimpanzee and orangutan from unique sequences mapping to the
inversion interval (Fig. 4). Similar to previous analyses6,8, the phylo-
genetic tree of all single-nucleotide variants did not distinguish H1 or
H2 as ancestral. Rather, the analysis revealed that human H1 and H2
arose from an intermediate ancestral haplotype, with a large and
approximately equal number of haplotype-specific single-nucleotide
variants (n¼ 382 and 396, respectively) mapping to each of the H1 and
H2 lineages. Assuming the chimpanzee and human lineages diverged 6
million years ago, the diversity between H1 and H2 (0.476%) predicts
that the two human haplotypes diverged 2.3 million years ago
(Table 2). Furthermore, if we assume that the inversion was a unique
event in human evolutionary history and that the inversion has been an
effective barrier to recombination, we can treat the H1 and H2 regions
as nonmixing populations. All modern copies of the derived popula-
tion must be descended from a single founder, so all variants present
only in the derived population must have arisen since the inversion.
This means that for all SNPs segregating in the derived population, the
allele found in the ancestral population would be more likely to match
the chimpanzee variant. To reduce the impact of genotype error caused
by paralogous sequences, we limited our consideration to HapMap
SNPs that can be uniquely mapped onto both sequenced haplotypes
(Supplementary Note). Dividing SNPs into those only variant within
H1 haplotypes (fixed in H2) and those only variant in H2 haplotypes
(fixed in H1), we found that 90% (150 of 166) of SNPs polymorphic in
H1 have an H2 allele matching the chimpanzee allele, whereas for those
variant only in H2, only 60% (17 of 28) have an H1 allele matching the
chimpanzee allele (Fig. 4b,c, Table 3 and Supplementary Note). This
significant result (P ¼ 0.0002332, Fisher’s exact test) is consistent with
an ancestral H2 state in humans and inconsistent with an ancestral H1
state. Notably, we found a small fraction of shared polymorphic sites in

H1 and H2, which represent either recurrent CpG mutations or,
possibly, gene flow between the H1 and H2 regions, perhaps as a
result of gene conversion within the inversion loop.

The fact that the inversion is polymorphic in human, chimpanzee,
bonobo and orangutan may be the result of evolutionary recur-
rence23,24 or lineage-specific sorting of an ancient polymorphism25.
To assess the reciprocal event within a nonhuman primate lineage, we
took advantage of the fact that the sequenced chimpanzee (Clint) was
heterozygous for the inversion (Fig. 2c). We aligned all end-sequences
derived from Clint against the BAC-based chimpanzee haplotype (H2
orientation at the breakpoints) (Supplementary Note). Excluding
duplicated sequences, the level of sequence divergence (1 of 336 bp,
or 0.30%) confirmed that the two chimpanzee haplotypes had
emerged recently (within the last 1–2 million years of chimpanzee
evolution). These values are consistent with global estimates of
chimpanzee diversity26 but slightly less than diversity between chim-
panzee and bonobos (0.354%)27. On the basis of sequence divergence
between the human H1 and H2 haplotypes, we calculated a more
ancient origin for the divergence of human H1 and H2 lineages
(1.9–2.7 million years ago based on uncertainty in the chimpanzee-
human divergence, which is the largest contributor to error in time
estimates), but still clearly within the Homo lineage of evolution.
Combined, these data strongly argue that the H1 orientation emerged
independently in both lineages. Taken together with the observation of
both chromosomal configurations in bonobo (Pan paniscus) and
Bornean orangutan, the data also suggest that this particular region
has been prone to recurrent inversion events within multiple primate
lineages (Fig. 5 and Supplementary Table 4 online). We propose that
this inversion ‘toggling’ has contributed, in part, to the complex
duplication architecture that emerged in this region over the last
12 million years of evolution28.

DISCUSSION
Our analysis establishes the H2 orientation as the most likely great ape
and human ancestral state. Notably, we found that inversion of the
CRHR1-MAPT region is similarly polymorphic in other extant great
ape populations, where it represents the major allele. Despite the fact
that the inverted configuration occurs in only 20% of European
chromosomes, both SNP haplotype analysis and comparative FISH
analysis point to an inverted H2-like ancestor. It was previously
assumed that H1 was the ancestral sequence because 499% of sub-
Saharan African haplotypes are variants of the H1 clade6. Based on
analysis of the CEPH-HGDP sample collection29, the few Mbuti and
Biaka pygmies with an H2 allele (HGdp980, HGdp985, HGdp463 and
HGdp474) have a haplotype and SNP architecture identical to that of
the European H2 allele, making it difficult to distinguish an ancient
origin from recent admixture19,30. We propose that an H2-like allele

Table 2 Sequence divergence of orthologous sequences

H1 H2 PTR PPY

H1 — 0.000090 0.000140 0.000260

H2 0.004170 — 0.000140 0.000250

PTR 0.010930 0.010890 — 0.000260

PPY 0.034090 0.033920 0.033790 —

Kimura two-parameter model genetic distance estimates (left diagonal) and standard
error (right diagonal). There were 219 kb of four-way alignment of unique sequence
within the inversion interval. Tajima’s relative rate test showed that the genomic
sequence is evolving neutrally (P ¼ 0.22–0.81). PTR, chimpanzee; PPY, orangutan.

Table 3 Analysis of various SNP classes

Among H1 chromosomes Among H2 chromosomes

Category Number of SNPs PTR unknown Equal frequency Maj ¼ PTR Maj a PTR Equal frequency Maj ¼ PTR Maj a PTR

H2 fixed, H1 polymorphic 178 12 0 108 58 0 150 16

H1 fixed, H2 polymorphic 29 1 0 17 11 0 12 16

H1 fixed, H2 fixed 381 39 0 164 178 0 178 164

Polymorphic among both H1 and H2 23 0 1 18 8 0 19 4

Shown are total number of SNPs in each category, number of SNPs where corresponding chimpanzee allele could not be confidently determined, and ancestral classification among
H1 and H2 chromosomes. Maj ¼ PTR, major allele in class matches chimpanzee sequence; Maj a PTR, major allele in class is different from chimpanzee allele; PTR unknown,
SNPs where chimpanzee allele could not be determined because no high-identity BLAT alignment could be found. We identified 23 SNPs that were polymorphic in both H1 and H2
chromosomes; most are single occurrences and are likely to reflect genotyping errors (Supplementary Note).
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was the predominant allele among ancestral populations (Homo
heidelbergensis)20, but its frequency was subsequently reduced
and nearly eliminated in ancestral African Homo sapiens popu-
lations. The lack of diversity among extant human H2 haplotypes
and its apparent ancient origin (2–3 million years ago) could be the
result of either a founder effect20or a partial selective sweep of a
particular H2 haplotype within the European population, as has
been posited6.

Here we present evidence that the inversion occurred independently
in both chimpanzees and humans. Although the data are limited, the
finding of both orientations in the Bornean orangutan argue strongly
that this particular region of chromosome 17 is prone to recurrent
inversions and has toggled multiple times between the inverted and
noninverted state during the course of hominoid evolution (Fig. 5). In
humans and chimpanzees, these changes occurred in concert with the
evolution of a more complex duplication architecture flanking the
inverted region in humans. These findings are strikingly reminiscent
of an evolutionary survey of the human FLNA-EMDA X chromosome
inversion24. The X chromosome inversion has been shown to have
occurred independently ten times in 27 Eutherian lineages, and in
each case the region was flanked by duplications in an inverted
orientation. If taken as a general principle of genome evolution,
these data suggest extraordinary breakpoint reuse for inversions and

predict that some apparently fixed inversions between species may
actually be polymorphic as a result of recurrence.

In our study, we similarly found large, inverted segmental duplica-
tions flanking the inversion region in humans and chimpanzees, and
we showed that the H1-H2 inversion breakpoints map in close
proximity to the LRRC37 core duplicon sequence within these inverted
segmental duplications. Cores represent some of the most abundant
and rapidly evolving duplicated sequences in the human genome,
perhaps because they are prone to double-strand breakage and/or
positive selection23,31,32. Moreover, such sequences have been shown to
be associated with recurrent evolutionary events23. Although there are
more than 11 copies of the LRRC37 core duplicon on chromosome 17,
evolutionary reconstruction in primates shows that the proximal (H1)
17q21.31 locus corresponds to the ancestral position32. Comparative
analyses of the mouse sequence8 and macaque genome33 reveal that
this region of the genome has been a hotbed for multiple inversions
and other rearrangements during mammalian evolution—long before
most of the hominoid duplication architecture emerged. We propose
that inversion toggling is a longstanding evolutionary property of the
17q21.31 region, promoted, in part, because of its association with the
LRRC37 core duplicon sequence. Most of the human and chimpanzee
large segmental duplications flanking the inversions are, themselves,
within an inverted orientation, and it is possible that such structures
were created as part of the double-strand DNA repair process28,34.
Such inverted segmental duplications, once formed, would reinforce
and continue to promote recurrent inversion events through nonallelic
homologous recombination.

Although our analysis of the unique sequences identified an H2-like
sequence as the likely ancestral allele, a detailed comparison of the
genomic architecture of the segmental duplications suggests that the
extant H2 sequence is much more highly derived than the H1 or
chimpanzee (Table 1 and Fig. 3b). Phylogenetic analysis of the
duplicated sequences supports extensive H2-specific sequence homo-
genization, perhaps as a result of gene conversion between proximal
and distal segmental duplication blocks. Consequently, there are three
times as many duplicated base pairs in H2 compared to chimpanzee
or H1; these duplicated bases show higher sequence identity, and
B95 kb are in direct orientation on either side of the inversion.
Orientation, length and degree of sequence identity between dupli-
cated sequences are the most important parameters for nonallelic
homologous recombination35. In the case of H2, the orientation,
proportion and sequence identity would all favor microdeletion on
this chromosome haplotype compared to H1. We showed that at least
one of the microdeletion breakpoints associated with developmental
delay and mental retardation in children corresponds to a recently
evolved H2-specific segmental duplication. We propose that it is not
the inversion per se that promotes microdeletion and disease; rather,
the configuration and structure of the segmental duplications favors
nonallelic homologous recombination on the particular inverted
haplotype. Marked changes in copy number, structure and homology
of flanking segmental duplications may explain why inversion haplo-
types predispose to other microdeletion syndromes36,37.

METHODS
Segmental duplication detection. Segmental duplication content of the

CRHR1-MAPT region was initially assessed by mapping WGS sequence

assembly reads from human, chimpanzee, orangutan and macaque against

human chromosome 17 (build 36, chr17:40799295–42204344) and identifying

regions of excess (Zmean + 3 s.d.) depth of coverage and divergence, as

described previously5. For all hominoids, sequence identity alignment thresh-

olds were set at Z94%, with the exception of macaque, where a Z88% identity
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Figure 5 Evolutionary model of inversion toggling, segmental duplication

formation and relationship with disease susceptibility. We estimated the

evolutionary age of various duplication, gene conversion and rearrangement

events by establishing a local molecular clock for single-nucleotide

substitution (Supplementary Table 4) and superimposed these estimates

over a generally accepted hominoid phylogeny45. Because of uncertainty in

the chimpanzee-human divergence, timing of events should be considered

an approximation. We propose that the ancestral CRHR1-MAPT region was

inverted but has toggled to an H1 orientation multiple times within the

evolution of various great ape and human lineages (red arrows). Large blocks

(Z100 kb) of inverted segmental duplications were formed in the common

ancestor of chimpanzee and human, further predisposing the region to

recurrent inversion. An inversion of the predominant H2 allele created the

H1 allele B2.3 million years ago (mya) within the human lineage.

Subsequently, larger blocks of directly oriented segmental duplications (SDs)

emerged within the H2 lineage, predisposing it to microdeletion and

disease. As a result of this negative selection against H2, the H1 haplotype
rose in frequency and became the predominant allele in all human

populations, with a subsequent polymorphic tandem duplication occurring

on some haplotypes. In the out-of-Africa European founding population,

however, the H2 allele resurged in frequency as a result of a partial selective

sweep or a population bottleneck in the founding population.
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threshold was used to capture more divergent macaque sequence reads aligned

to the human genome. Three independent approaches were used to analyze the

segmental duplication content of each clone-based sequence assembly.

A BLAST-based whole-genome assembly comparison method38 identified all

sequence alignments Z1 kb in length and with Z90% identity38 among the

four sequence assemblies. The WGS sequence detection approach identified

regions Z10 kb in length with a significant excess of high-quality WGS reads21

within overlapping 5-kb windows. WGS sequence detection analysis was based

on an alignment of 22,590,543 chimpanzee WGS reads and 18,355,056

orangutan WGS reads against their BAC-based sequence assemblies. Finally,

we annotated all human duplications by WU-BLAST alignments of a non-

redundant data set of human duplicons32 against each assembly. High-identity

sequence alignments were generated using Miropeats39 and visualized using a

Perl script of two-way-mirror.pl (J.A. Bailey, Case Western Reserve University,

personal communication).

FISH inversion assay. Metaphase spreads were obtained from lymphoblast cell

lines from two human HapMap individuals (YRI NA18507 and CEU NA12156,

Coriell Cell Repository), nine chimpanzees (Clint, Katie, Logan, PTR14, PTR8,

PTR9, PTR11, PTR12 and PTR13), four Sumatran orangutans (Susie, PPY1,

PPY9 and PPY10), one Bornean orangutan (PPY6), two bonobos (PPA1 and

PPA2) and three subspecies of macaque: MMU (Macaca mulatta), MAR

(Macaca arctoides) and MFA (Macaca fascicularis). Inversions were detected

using a two-color FISH assay (fosmid probes WIBR2-634F12 and WIBR2-

1948K20), and inversion genotype status was confirmed using a reciprocal assay

(fosmids WIBR2-634F12 and ABC9_41289800G20). Inversion genotyping

accuracy was tested by comparing FISH genotypes to a previously designed

molecular assay (Supplementary Note). All 24 human samples (three H2 and

45 H1 chromosomes) were concordant between FISH and molecular assays.

Probes were directly labeled by nick-translation with Cy3-labeled dUTP (Perkin-

Elmer) and labeled with fluorescein-dUTP (Enzo). Each hybridization used

300 ng of labeled probe, 5 mg of COT1 DNA (Roche) and 3 mg of sonicated

salmon sperm DNA at 37 1C in 10 ml of 2� saline–sodium citrate buffer, 50%

formamide and 10% dextran sulfate. This was followed by three washes at 60 1C

in 0.1� saline–sodium citrate buffer. Nuclei were stained with DAPI, and digital

images were obtained using a Leica DMRXA2 epifluorescence microscope

equipped with a cooled charge-coupled device camera (Princeton Instruments).

Sequence and assembly. We constructed, sequenced and assembled minimal

tiling paths of large-insert genomic clones for both human haplotypes (H1 and

H2), an H2-oriented chimpanzee chromosome and an H2-oriented orangutan

chromosome (see Supplementary Note for detailed clone order, sequence

assembly and annotation). In humans, this entailed disentangling existing H1

and H2 RPCI-11 BACs and generating an additional 1.7 Mb of high-quality

finished sequence. In chimpanzee and orangutan, a minimum tiling path of

BAC clones (chimpanzee, CHORI-251; orangutan, CHORI-276) was sequenced

to derive a consensus assembly (B2 Mb) that identified BACs containing

inversion breakpoints. Orangutan consensus sequence was also extracted from

the Pongo pygmaeus draft assembly 2.0.2. To verify the MAPT locus orientation,

analyze flanking duplication architecture and measure evolutionary distance of

haplotypes in chimpanzee and orangutan, we used the corresponding regions

(human build36 chr17:40799295-42204344) from both whole-genome and

BAC-based consensus sequence assemblies. Sequences were compared using

Miropeats, and inversion breakpoint intervals were defined based on a

consistent orientation shift between the aligned sequence assemblies.

Phylogenetic and haplotype analyses. An unrooted neighbor-joining40 phylo-

gram was constructed (MEGA pairwise deletion option)41 based on a multiple

sequence alignment (ClustalW)42 of 219,165 bp within the inverted region.

Genetic distances were computed using the Kimura two-parameter method43,

and Tajima’s relative rate test (PPY-H1-H2; PTR-H1-H2) was used to assess

branch length neutrality (P ¼ 0.22–0.81). Using chimpanzee as the outgroup,

an estimated local substitution rate (9.0916 � 10�4 substitutions per site per

million years) and the uncertainty in chimpanzee-human divergence (5–7

million years ago), we calculated that the human H1 and H2 haplotypes

diverged 1.9–2.7 million years ago. We compared 123 chromosomes (120 CEPH

HapMap chromosomes, and the sequence of the H1, H2 and PTR haplotypes)

using HapMap SNPs (phase II HapMap release 21 phased consensus)44. SNP

genotypes were assigned to the H1, H2 and PTR sequences using BLAT, and

regions of segmental duplication (including H2-specific duplications) were

excluded. Haplotypes were assigned to the H1 or H2 class based on two

diagnostic SNPs (rs1800547 and rs9468), as described previously6. Errors in the

inferred SNP-phased haplotypes were manually corrected (Supplementary

Note). We assessed haplotype diversity within the chimpanzee based on

alignment of Clint fosmid end-sequence pairs to the BAC-based chimpanzee

assembly (Supplementary Note and Supplementary Table 5 online).

URLs. The Pongo pygmaeus draft assembly 2.0.2 is available at http://genome.

wustl.edu/genome_group_index.cgi/. The phase II HapMap release 21 phased-

consensus is available at http://hapmap.org/.

Accession codes. The BAC clones that were used for sequence and assembly of

the MAPT region in this study have been submitted to GenBank under the

following accession numbers. Human H1 assembly: AC091132, AC126544,

AC217774, AC217771, CR936218, AC217773, AC005829, AC217777,

AC138645 and AC217780. Human H2 assembly: AC217778, AC217769,

AC138688, AC127032, AC217772, AC217779, BX544879, AC217770,

AC225613, AC217768, AC139677 and AC217775. Chimpanzee assembly:

AC185328, AC185293, AC187127, AC186740, AC185975, AC186440,

AC185329, AC185979, AC186439, AC187126, AC185346, AC186739 and

AC185985. Orangutan assembly: AC205775, AC206340, AC206276,

AC207288, AC206550, AC206558, AC205859, AC206353, AC216075,

AC206444, AC207097, AC216102, AC216058 and AC216103.

Note: Supplementary information is available on the Nature Genetics website.
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